Ancient Egypt Trunk Inventory List

(1) Trunk Guide with lesson plans

(1) Video Guide List

(3) CD ROM/DVD
   (1) Ancient Egypt-A Tribute Composed and Performed by Ali Jihad Racy
   (1) Egypt Quest for Eternity-National Geographic
   (1) CD ROM in music lesson

(8) Books:
   Pyramid-Eyewitness Book
   Mummy-Eyewitness Book
   Archeology-Eyewitness Book
   Ancient Egypt-Eyewitness Book
   First Facts about the Ancient Egyptians
   Crocky Dilly
   The British Museum-Draw Like an Egyptian
   Spend the Day in Ancient Egypt-Projects and Activities

(7) Large display boards
   Gods and Deities (Double-Sided)
   All that Glitters
   Making a mummy
   Adoring the body
   Wrapping up
   Amenirdas I, The Divine Consort (Double Sided)
   Instruments of Ancient Egypt and the Middle East (Double-Sided)

Ancient Egypt - 1 deck of 48 quiz cards

Egyptian Board Game Egyptian game materials:
   1 game board
   4 camels
   4 pyramids
   1 die
   168 cards (84 Pharaoh cards and 84 question/action cards)
   1 rules booklet

(6) Artifact Reproductions grey box
   (4) Canopic Jars
   (1) Bastet Figure
   (1) Scarab

(6) Ancient Egyptian Art Reproductions black box
   Shabit of the Lady Maya
   Book of the Dead
   Cat
   Mummy case of Nebnetcheru
   History of Ancient Egypt Timeline
   Map of Egypt and Nubia board

Write Like an Egyptian black box
   (7) Papyrus Hieroglyphics Samples (laminated) Cloth, To live, Seated God, Mourning Woman, Pool, Sun, Wing
   (3) Bundles of Dried Papyrus
   Fun with Hieroglyphics (stamps)
   (1) Laminated Sheet of Papyrus
   Photo of Papyrus Plant

Personal Adornment black box
   Beaded Necklace (in bag)
   Armband (in bag)
   (2) Photos of People Wearing Jewelry
   Sekhmet Amulet necklace on foam core
   Beads and Amulet, Nubian on foam core
   (1) Photo of an Amulet on large foam core

Call for reservations. Transportation provided. Two week time period. (402) 557-2500 Sarah May or Susan Davie